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A holistic view of Turkey in the 21st Century:
The case of Erdogan
Constantinos M. Constantinou
It appears that contemporary Turkey tries to market/manipulate its past in an effort to
revive its once glorious past. To that end, a plethora of mediums are being employed
under its foreign policy umbrella whilst, the latest developments may only turn the
heed to Erdogan – specially, given the regional proximity/involvement in various open
fronts like Syria and Cyprus. Not to mention, the serious internal matters that need to
be addressed thoroughly such as, Turkey’s plummeting economy; with Erdogan shifting
the focus of the public elsewhere via the use of, say, ‘terroristic’ rhetoric. Thus, the
current article attempts to comprehensively analyze issues deemed worthwhile in order
to better understand the present multifaceted landscape. Finally, it thought-provokes
any reader/-s to reassess the relations between Turkey and other key players in the
global/regional chessboard.

The reviving Ottoman imperialism became evident over the recent years, 1 with
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan – as the leader of the great Ottoman revival –
ambitiously wishing to make Turkey great again.2 Actually, Erdogan likes to
think of himself as a neo-Ottoman sultan.3 However, the foreign policy of
Turkey is more in line with domestic political needs in lieu of, meeting with the
aims of the Western alliance; needless to say that, its national public diplomacy
comprises of verbal aggression, the spread of doctored news as well as, efforts
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to interfere during elections.4 Admittedly, the concept of soft power has been
extensively adopted to describe the rising popularity relished by Turkey not
merely within its region but, also, elsewhere; particularly, thanks to its cultural
products – with its cultural diplomacy matching well with the new age of Turkish
foreign policy.5
Apart from how Erdogan eulogizes the glories of the Ottoman Empire while
encouraging public expressions of Islamic devotion, Turkey is faced with foreign
problems; especially, as America together with Europe complain over its human
rights abuses; not to mention, how NATO, Russia and Iran object to its Syria
policy while, Iraq/Syria have protested Turkish military incursions on their
land.6 Further, Greece and Armenia continue to be its traditional antagonists
while, relations with Israel (though, once good) are now tense; moreover, due
to Turkey’s support for the Muslim Brotherhood, it has estranged Saudi
Arabia/Egypt (i.e., the richest/most populous Arab nation, respectively). 7
A brief synopsis as regards Syria is imperative at this stage, in view of the
convoluted civil war that continues for seven years now, with some maintaining
that a fall of the President’s (Bashar al-Assad) regime may potentially lead to a
political vacuum in the country and, a reappearance of the Islamic State (IS).8
Unsurprisingly, Syria ranks the second most miserable country in the world
(with metrics including inflation and the sum of the unemployment). 9 It is worth
mentioning that lately, America – in conjunction with the United Kingdom and
France – decided to launch strikes in Syria so as to eliminate the country’s
ability to use chemical weapons; that is, deterring the production/use and
spread of such weapons.10 Additionally, some International Relations experts
hold that an immediate political solution to the Syrian problem is next to
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implausible.11 As for Turkey’s involvement in the war in question, the position
held by its military was that the operation in Afrin (Northern part of Syria,
bordering Turkey) comprised the provision of safety for its border and the
elimination of terrorists whilst, saving friends/brothers, the individuals of the
region, from their cruelty.12 The latter statement was packaged well, analogous
to the marketing of the Cyprus 1974 war, sold as a ‘peace operation’.13 Surely,
an invasion may be wrapped in the clothing of an intervention or whatever a
mighty power pleases for that matter.
Another point worth stressing early on in our current analysis is how the S-400
anti-aircraft missile systems that Turkey purchased from Russia may not be
integrated into the military architecture of NATO – that is, the system is not
compatible with the systems of the Alliance;14 as a result, even though America
and Turkey may have been close allies since the Second World War, the
diplomatic ties between the two nations have worsened recently.15
Moreover, the failed July 15 (2016) coup – which claimed no less than 240
lives16 – forms yet another worthwhile point, with a plethora of the tens of
thousands of people taken in prison being innocent; besides the latter
imprisonments as well as firing of many more, Erdogan named the coup ‘a gift
from God’, facilitating him to eradicate any political/ideological opponents from
the society.17 A parenthesis here is that, according to political scientist Jay
Ulfelder and his mathematical model, the probability of a Turkish coup effort in
2016 was just 2.5 %; so, the attempted coup was, indeed, somehow godsend
as Erdogan himself instantly realized.18 Yet, many ordinary people imprisoned in
11
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Turkey happen to suffer in vague connection to the coup plot, counting
numerous figures from human rights organizations plus, other civil society
groups.19 Not to mention, others from the military, judiciary and academia.20
In regards to the conditions of Turkish prisons, suffice to mention how the
naked-body search of an inmate is not something rare, with the government
frequently releasing photos of detainees handcuffed behind their back –
needless to say that, Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch have
reported the ill-treatment/torture of inmates.21 It seems that even the prison
guards are scared as, if a visitor asks for a glass of water, the guards will not
offer it to them so as to evade the suspicion of being nice to the opposition (as
a plethora of them have been fired ever since the failed coup). 22 On top of it all,
relations between the European Union (EU) and Turkey have also gone downhill
since the aforesaid mid-2016 failed coup attempt contra Erdogan.23
Equally important to note is the fact that, thirty-eight Nobel laureates signed an
open letter to President Erdogan, voicing their concern – one that is shared by
lots of people within Turkey, its allies as well as, multilateral organizations that
Turkey is also a member – and calling for the fast return to the rule of law
besides, the full freedom of speech/expression.24 In this manner, Turkey could
feel again a proud member of the free world – that is, the detention and
prosecution of Altan brothers is viewed as part of a larger pattern of repression
in Turkey contra those expressing dissent/criticism of the authorities and so,
until Turkey frees detained writers, it simply may not claim to be a member of
the free world.25 Perhaps, it may be worrisome, at best, to people of such
caliber (i.e., Nobel laureates) to hear that Erdogan is determined to expand his
power and, guarantee his victory in the upcoming elections; with
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legislative/presidential elections due on 3 November 2019.26 Well, at least, that
was the original plan – as, following the developments to date, Erdogan called a
snap election for June 24;27 with the used rhetoric premising on the need to
combat internal/external foes that solely he may handle.28 But, however,
Turkey needs to balance rhetoric with reality29 – other than, simply attempting
to silence the domestic (public) dissent that is rising with the death toll in view
of the military operations in Syria/Iraq.30
Moving into a different milieu, in 2018, the educated cybercriminals are
expected to make their assaults more damaging and less avertible so as to gain
control in this saturated criminal marketplace.31 Against the aforesaid cyberspace/warfare backdrop, it is noteworthy mentioning that hackers from Turkey
have long attacked those nations from Europe whereby, its politicians hold antiIslamic opinions or criticism against Turkey.32 After having said that, one must
note the group of attackers who call themselves Ayyildiz Tim (translated as
‘Star and Crescent Team’, a reference to the Turkish flag) and describes itself
as ‘the Turkish cyber army’, as it seems to have previously hacked entities like
a United Nations group; with the messages of the group consisting of Islamist
sentiments whilst, backing Erdogan.33
To shift away now from cyber space, following numerous incidents at sea,
Turkey was accused of violating international law in a row over offshore oil/gas
exploration; thereby, EU leaders plan to condemn what they view as the illegal
actions of Turkey in an impasse over eastern Mediterranean gas reserves with
26
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two EU members (that is, Cyprus and Greece).34 To bring the discussion closer
to home, it seems that Turkey became more aggressive vis-à-vis the gas
matter following the most recent round of talks in the Swiss resort (Crans
Montana); it is worth emphasizing here that Cyprus is hopeful with its natural
gas findings in its Economic Exclusion Zone (EEZ) given how the waters are
delineated as its sovereign territory.35 Having said that, Turkey must respect
the fact that the Republic of Cyprus (RoC) proclaimed a 12-mile territorial seazone in 1964 and, proceeded in 2004, to proclaim its EEZ on the basis of the
median line of delimitation between opposite geographical states; that is, the
legal position of Cyprus on the Law of the Sea is solidly based on the provisions
of United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) III of December
10, 1982, wherein it actively participated – although, one must note, Turkey
happens to be one of the small minority of states that did not sign/ratify
UNCLOS.36
To elaborate further, during the meeting the Foreign Minister of the RoC, Nikos
Christodoulides, had with officials (including, Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu) in his recent visit to Israel, a significant part of the agenda placed
emphasis on what the Cypriots described as Turkey’s “provocative actions” in
the EEZ of the RoC whereby, Cyprus hopes to develop a big natural gas field as
stated earlier.37
Therefore, while Erdogan may be determined to strike a deal essentially on his
terms as far as Cyprus is concerned,38 he will need to respect international
treaties. After all, the RoC is recognized by the international community; and, in
2004, became a member of the EU.39 Put differently, despite any Turkish
threats or opposition in relation to the energy plans of the RoC, Turkey ought to
remember that it is accountable under international law.40
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However, Erdogan’s Turkey is determined to carry on safeguarding its own
alongside, Turkish-Cypriots’ rights when it comes to natural resources in the
region.41 Needless to add here that the Turkish-Cypriot side, together with
Ankara, continues to promote its key objectives like changing the current
demographics of Cyprus while, aiming at the dissolution of the RoC so as to
replace it with a federal or confederate entity.42 What is more, Erdogan hopes
that by 2023 (the marking of the 100th anniversary of the Turkish Republic),
Turkey will become as great as the Ottoman Empire was during its zenith;
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk (i.e., the ‘Father of the Turks’), who set up the Turkish
Republic in 1923, consists of his role model – despite any similarities, though,
Atatürk wished to found a Westernized secular democratic state in antithesis to
Erdogan who chose the opposite way.43 That is to say, Erdogan inexorably
silenced the media -specially now with the current talks regarding the sale of
the assets of the biggest media group in the country to a group loyal to
Erdogan, aiding in the creation of a huge monopoly in the media market 44-,
placed under his control the judiciary and subordinated the military, with the
aim of indoctrinating the public in a subconscious manner to his outlook of the
glorious Ottoman era; nevertheless, no matter how he will try to resurrect the
Ottoman Empire, such utilized means are doomed to fail.45
On the positive side, Erdogan’s followers maintain that he has ameliorated the
national economy, led political reform while making important progress in
terminating the thirty years of guerrilla war with Kurdish separatists;
nonetheless, many are those who criticize him and his autocratic proclivities –
let alone, corruption/extravagance.46 To be more precise with, for instance, the
aforesaid positive economic note, there were nonetheless policies that,
needlessly, managed to expose the Turkish economy to greater political as well
as, economic uncertainty.47 In fact, in terms of its economic paradigm, the
economy in Turkey is overheating, with Erdogan recognizing the fact that the
41
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lira has plunged; further, the Turkish firms have accumulated a foreign debt
load equal to around 40 per cent (%) of economic output. 48 Not to mention
how, according to the German newspaper Handelsblatt, experts warn about the
possibility of a recession.49 To be sure then, the future is blurry. Yet, the
economy notwithstanding, the $615 million presidential residence – comprising
of 1150 rooms – antagonizes the homes of the Ottoman sultans.50
In addition, in accordance with a refugee expert in Turkey, the European
Commission falls short of monitoring the role of the Turkish government closely
and enforcing adequate transparency with regards to the use of funds; the
worst part is that once the whole procedure is over, the refugees end up
receiving merely 5-6% of the intended EU funding.51 A bracket here stressing
the crucial role Turkey plays when it comes to this specific crisis is that Turkey
became geopolitically vital for, say, Germany in the course of the refugee crisis
of 2015/2016.52 Particularly, taking into consideration how Germany accepted
700,000+ Syrian refugees since 2015, before the new German legislation was
introduced that put new barriers to family reunification to the mounting
numbers of Syrian refugees, who now look for returning to Turkey.53
Beyond any shadow of doubt, further attention regarding the latter sensitive
subject is critical. Specially, when one reads that 18 million euros destined to be
given to Syrian refugees (who happen to be in Turkey) were spent instead – on
behalf of Ankara – on the purchase of military equipment from Holland.54
Intriguingly, the EU is advising its members to approve a further €3.7billion so
that to aid Turkey deal with the refugees who reached there from Syria.55 It is
48
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significant to highlight at this point that, following the capture of Afrin, the US together with Germany- condemned Turkey for adding further to the misery of
Syria.56
The epitome of the aforementioned absurdity is how Turkey, also responsible
for the Syrian refugee crisis, is receiving ever more funds from the EU in order
to alleviate the situation and, instead, uses these money to buy weapons so
that to continue invading Syria, locking the refugee crisis in a vicious circle.
And, despite the fact that in recent times, the EU harshly criticizes Turkey; all
the same, it continues to view Turkey as a ‘key partner’ in numerous policy
areas – especially, concerning migration.57 Perhaps then, a less contradictory
stance next time may grasp Ankara’s attention more.
Another key point is how the American academic, Noam Chomsky, accused
Erdogan of hypocrisy (and operating double standards vis-à-vis terrorism) in his
email to The Guardian; Chomsky said that Erdogan – while condemning leftwing critics for ignorance – has been helping the Islamic State of Iraq/Syria
(ISIS), which he held liable for bomb attack on Constantinople. 58 To illustrate
the aforesaid hypocrisy with a recent example, the Defense Minister of Turkey,
Nurettin Canikli, stated that if France takes any steps concerning its military
presence in northern Syria then, such act would comprise an illegitimate step
that would not merely go against international law but, in fact, constitute an
invasion.59 Intriguingly, Erdogan showed persistence in rebuking the French
President, Emmanuel Macron, stating: ‘go to hell’ to those nations countering
the struggle made by Turkey versus terrorism.60
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Furthermore, the anti-Western Islamic agenda exhibited by Erdogan,61 is
culminated by how he wishes to create an ‘Army of Islam’ in order to attack and
destroy the State of Israel.62 More specifically, Erdogan and his ruling Justice
and Development Party (AKP) – who have publicized their latter desire to create
an army of Islam so as to wage warfare versus Israel – made a call to the 57
member states of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) to make a joint
army in an effort to concurrently assault Israel from all flanks; that is to say, by
uniting militarily, OIC members shall comprise the globe’s biggest and most
comprehensive army.63 It appears that the feelings are mutual as, according to
a 2017 survey, the vast majority of the people in Israel view Erdogan
unfavorably; 83 % to be more precise.64
That being said, the language used by Erdogan is quite fascinating, of late
calling the Israeli leader (i.e., Netanyahu) a ‘terrorist’; however, Netanyahu
retorted by stating verbatim: Anyone who occupies northern Cyprus, invades
the Kurdish strip and slaughters citizens in Afrin, should not lecture us about
values and ethics.65 Therefore, showing how salient discourse happens to be as,
it may help to either build or (as in this case) burn bridges between states. A
case in point, Erdogan has also accused the French government for ‘providing
support to terrorism’.66
Apart from the incessant Turkish provocations witnessed in the past months,
the Prime Minister of Greece, Alexis Tsipras, was also found in the unpleasant
situation of having to hear from Erdogan himself – during his recent visit to
Greece – overtly demanding the revision of the Treaty of Lausanne; thus, the
Turkish plans/objectives with respect to Greece and Cyprus now surely manifest
their expansive nature.67 In point of fact, a lot of Greeks believe that Turkey
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has territorial aspirations versus Greece.68 A belief that may be corroborated by
how recently, Ankara made reference to the Imia islets of Greece and stated
that they comprise Turkish territory; more precisely, they said that the “Kardak
Rocks” with their territorial waters, as well as airspace above them, happen to
be exclusive under Turkish sovereignty.69
In view of the latest developments, especially with regards to the ongoing war
in Syria, one must be extremely prudent in the event the current situation
escalates. Particularly, when a state-owned Russian TV channel advises the
public to pack the basics in preparation for the Third World War and, suggests
the ideal supplies for survival against radiation.70 Within this context, besides
the destabilizing tendencies evident in many regions of the world in tandem
with the altering borders (specifically, when looking at the map of Syria), the
Turkish provocations against Greece/Cyprus must be taken under
consideration; let alone, when Turkish officials are openly talking about the
need to revise the Treaty of Lausanne (as stated also above) while,
concomitantly, Turkey strives to put aside the RoC so as to turn the island into
its protectorate.71
In conclusion, it is quite apparent then that a very difficult situation lies ahead
due to the Turkish maximalist aspirations;72 particularly, as Turkey is turning
into a dictatorship.73 To delve deeper into the Greek-Turkish relations, Cyprus
remains a point of friction;74 in the meantime, Erdogan, has threatened – and,
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more than once – to invade the Greek islands in the Mediterranean (as implicitly
mentioned earlier when talking about the provocations) while, synchronously,
masquerading its recent intrusion in Syria (with the goal of forming an
everlasting presence there) with the fight against Kurdish terrorism.75 In other
words, Turkey markets its war -or, invasion- as the combat versus terrorism –
i.e., under the pretext of combatting Kurdish terrorism76– to win the general
public opinion and, silence any likely population dissent within its own country.
All in all, Erdogan has repeatedly revealed his ambition to resurrect the
Ottoman Empire and become the leader of the Muslim world; in view of how he,
inter alia, undermines the international order, purchases oil from the IS –
besides weapons from Russia (i.e., the West’s foe) – and, bolsters Islamic
studies in schools so that to cultivate a new generation of fervent Muslims loyal
to him, one can merely ponder the following: what else should Erdogan do till
the EU/US recognize that he happens to be a threat versus western strategic
interests?77

may reject the accusations that he comprises a ‘neo-Ottoman’; yet, his doctrine, surely involved
reconstructing ties round the past Ottoman Empire.
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